Cagers win one, lose one as Brandeis falls, 73-57

By Steve Wiener

The varsity cagers split a pair of games this week, bowing to UNH in a 84-82 thriller and victorious Brandeis 75-47 at home. Dave Jansson '68 led the cagers in both contests, totaling 13 points while hitting over 60% from the floor.

In the first half of the away game Monday night saw Dan Santini '69 and Bruce Wheeler '70 pooling from the outside with Steve Chamberlin '70 nailing four field goals. Between them they nailed the good on 13 of 19 shots from the floor. UNE pulled down 18 offensive rebounds during the period, scoring seven times on second shots.

UNE kept a slim lead hitting constantly from the foul line area. They were on the upper end of an 87-73 count when Jansson hit his 15th and 16th points of the half. Bush grabbed the rebound of the next stray shot and served inside to Thompson who hit from the key. The two squads traded a charity toss and next match will be with Lowell position, and appears to be in control of the match. However, he was beaten on points.

Returning to Boston for its first home game the engineer squad hosted a young Brandeis team playing in a 48-42 first campaign under K. C. Jones. Tech jumped to a quick 13-14 advantage and could never be caught.

After Tom Haggerty, the visitor's 81" center opened the contest with a layup. Jansson swished a beautiful fade-away and Doug Wheeler bombed from the key, Bush, playing the pivot against a 5-11 zone, basked two driving lay-ups against Haggerty.

Then Chamberlain and Wheeler each stole the ball, setting up baskets for Jansson and Bush. At a time out, the visitor's diminutive Steve Katstra started hitting from his placeing spot and joined Forrest on three pointer on a rebound of a foul shot, a short jumper by Lee Kimmelman '68, and a long shot by Wheeler kept UNE comfortably ahead. Jansson tore the cords on three long jumpers in the first minute, Santini hit once across the side and Jansson flashed a thirty foot clock to the buzzer to give MIT a 40-22 lead. Bush switched to the number one man in the half and slowed Tech down until Steve Chamberlain caught fire and registered points in ten seconds on two drives and two free throws. The visitors fought back to 42-53 during a Tech cold spell and on drives from Freeman, Bush and Chamberlain traded baskets twice before Jansson nailed the last of a series and turned in a 73-37 win.

Swimmers annihilate Tufts, take 9 first places in rout

By Jeff Goodman

Tufts' swimmers proved to be no match for the engineers as Tech romped to a 58-38 victory Thursday at UU.

The 400-yard medley relay was indicative of things to come. Don Reynolds '69, Larry Preston '69, Jim Lynch '69, and Bill Stage '70 defeated the Tufts relay team. John McFarren '68 rallied up the second of Tech's nine first places by winning the 200-yard freestyle.

Jim Lynch '71 took a second in the 50-yard freestyle, breaking up a Tufts team of Heaton and Poole, who won one of his events. The Tufts squad is looking forward to a successful season, next going against Connecticut, away, 1:30 pm Saturday, the Beavers far from impressive.

The 200-yard backstroke, Clare finished first with Riley taking third. Larry Preston won the 200-yard breaststroke with Swett and Stourbridge of Tufts finishing second and third.

The 400-yard medley relay was won by the Tufts squad led by Clare, Ellis, and McFarren in 4:03.6, breaking the Tufts pool record.

The 40-yard butterfly swim by Mark Wilson '70, Peter Hamil-
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